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ABSTRACT 

Satellite  pictures  used  in  conjunctioll  with coIlvc~ntiona1 data  indicate  that the cyclonic  circulation that  developed 
into  hurricane  Anna of 1961 existed a day  or more  before it was detected  with  convcntional  data  alone. It is interesting 
t o  speculate if the "area of origin" o f  many  A4tlantic  hurricanes will bc pushed  farther  eastward  as  more  satellite  data 
become  available. 

1. THE ORIGIN OF HURRICANE  ANNA 

There  are good prelinlinary  indications that  hurricane 
Anna (1961) developed from a low  pressure  area  originally 
located  over  Africa;  this  was also true of' hurricanes  Debbie 
and Esther [I], but  the  conventional  synoptic  analyses t'o 
support  this view, supplemented  by  TIROS I11 satellite 
cloud pictures, will be  published a t  a later  t'ime.  Anna [ 2 ]  
reached hurricane  force  on  July 20. But  in  this  short  note 
we shall  discuss  only some early  stages of the  disturbance, 
and  indicate  that a prominent  circulation  became  evident 
from TIROS cloud patterns  between  July 16 and  July 17. 
By July 17  a  tropical  cyclone  existed  near 12' N., 43' W.; 
a weaker  cyclonic  circulation may  have exist'ed even 
earlier. 

On July 16, t'he  cloud  mass  from which Anna  developed 
was located  near 10' N., 39" W., and  occupied  an  area of 3' 
of longitude  by 4' of latitude.  This cloud is shown  in 
figure I ,  which is  a  mosaic of pictures  t'aken  by TIROS I11 
during  one  orbital  pass as the  satellit'e  moved  over  the 
Atlantic  Ocean  from  northwest  to  sout'llenst.  Some of the 
main  cloud  features  ha,ve  been  sketched  near  t'heir  correct * 
geographical  position  within the  dark  gray  area which 
outlines the region  photographed  by TIROS  during t'his 
pass. Although  there  may be S O ~ I C  orgurlizntion present 
in the cloud patterns  between  latitudes 10' X. and 20' N., 
the organization, if any, is weak. 

However, by 1449 GMT on  July  17, a n1:trked change h a t 1  

occurred. The  main  cloud  had  moved to about 12' S.,  
43' W. as shown  in  figure 2a;  another  part of the  bright, 
relatively  unifornl,  cloud  was  cent'ered  near 9' K., 44' W. 
And, by contrast  with figure 1, a pronounced organizat'ion of 
cloud lines,  curving  sharply  into  the  overcast  area  from 

dogy,  American  Meteorologicrl  Society, 1959, p. 598. 
1 The  term  "tropical cyclone"  implies  nothing  about  intcnaity; scc Olossar!/ oJMeteor- 

from latitude-longitude  overlays,  were  used in preparing  this  aticlc. 
2 The  locations  shown  in  the  gray areas are nearly corrcct. Moro  prrcisr  locations, 

ments  from  the  satellite. The  more broken,  cumuliform  cloud patterns near the top of 
8 The  top of the  overrest cloud  is  at  high  levels as shown by infrared radiation mras11rc'- 

figure 2b probably  represent  stratocumulus  and cumulus c k w r l  ficlds. 
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the east  and  north, is now  evident.  This is seen  morc 
clearly  in  t,he single frame,  figure  2b,  extracted  from figure 
2a. I t  is known  that  the  direction of cloud lines is usually 
related  to  the  vector of the  vertical  shear of the wind 
[3 ,  4, 5, 61; and  when  the  shear  vector lies along  the  wind, 
as i t  often  does  in  the  tropical  Atlantic a t  low levels, the 
cloud  lines are also related  to  the wind  direction.  Much of 
the  time,  these  lines  are close in  direction  to  the low-level 
wind. Thus, the  curved, "spiral" cloud  array  in figure 2 
indicates  that  the  vertical wind shear  vectors were  arranged 
in a curved  pattern,  and  that  probably  the wind  was 
curved  cyclonically.  Moreover, the  marked  change  in 
pattern occurred  between the  times of figures 1 and 2 ,  i.e., 
between  about 1520 GMT, July 16,  and 1440 GMT, July 17, 
1961. 

As usual, on July 17, there were not  many  ship  reports 
in  the  area  where  the  spiral cloud array occurred. The 
available  reports  are  shown  in  figure 3. The  ship  reports 
and  cloud  pictures were used  to  produce  streandine 
analyses  for a series of days.  The  analysis shown  in 
figure 3 is for 1200 G M T  on  July 17. The  report of a 
west  wind a t  1800 GMT near 10' N., 46' W. supports 
the existence of a closed circulat'ion  in the  spiral cloud 
area.  This  cyclone  reached  hurricane force on July 20 
and  was  t'hen  named  hurricane  Anna [7, 81. 

However,  Dunn,  and St'aff ( [ 2 ] ,  p. 110) suggest that 
Anna  originated  from  a regioll of radar echoes  sighted b;v 
R Navy  reconnaissance  plane [8] .  The  storm was  assunled 
to have  developed t,o the  east of the  Windward  Islands 
in an area  associat,ed  wit'h  t,hese  radar echoes. The 
satellite cloud pict,ures  do  not  support  that assumption. 
To see what  did  happen,  let  us  examine  the cloud infor- 
tnation  available on July 17 to  t'he west, of t'he  tropical 
cyclone of figure :3. 

Figure  4 shows a picture,  with  a  latitude-longitude  grid 
superposed,  t,aken at 1629 GMT, July 17, i.e., about 100 
tnin.  after  the  spiral cloud of figure 2 was  photographed. 
Figure 4 shows  some  rat'ller  bright  clouds  arranged  from 
t'he South A1neric:tn coast a t  longitude 64' W., north- 



eastward to  Is0 N., 57' W. The area of this  bright' csloutl 
array llas  been  sket'clled on figure 2a. The Savy recoI1- 
rlaissarlre plane, some of whose positions are irldic~atetl on 
figure 3 ,  reported sbrong ra&w echoes from the area nem' 
1 6 O  X., 54O W., and this echo area  is also sketched on 
figure 2n.  That  this "echo"  area was separated  from the  
tropical cyclone is evident'  in s t  least  two w a p .  T h e  
Navy plane  did not report, echoes from positions 11, 12, 
und 13. Actually, a t  positions 11, 13, and 14, it reported 
partly  cloudy  "present  weather," dthough a t  position 12 
i t  reported a continuous  laJ-er of clouds. Moreover, when 
we examine t'he, satellite picatures on J u l -  18 (fig. 5 )  we 

note t h a t  the cloud associated w i t h  the, tropical cyclone 
had lnovccl farther west to zlbout 12O X., 50' W. and was 
indeed separated from R cloud IIINSS centered  near 16' N., 
8 lo  IT. The separate cloud mass (fig. 5 ,  July 18) lay 
Inainl>T between lrtt'itudes 14O X. and 18O 5. a d  was 
located about 3' west of the cloud in figure 4 (July 17); 
this cloud area for July 18 has d s o  been outlined in figure 
2 t ~ .  Thus, two separntetl c-loud masses existed also on 
d d y  17. 
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FIGURE 2.-(a) A  colnposite of TIROS I11 pictures t a k c y n  a t  about 
1440 GMT, July 17, 1961. The  main cloud mass  located nrar 12’ 
N., 43” W. is the  cloud  which  appears  in figure 1 and later 
developed  into  hurricane  Anna.  Another  bright  clo~td  mass is 
located  about 15’ to  20’ to  the  cast of the  main  cloud.  The arva 
designated “N” was reported (by teletypewriter) as an arra of 
strong  radar echoes by a Navy reconnaissance  plane.  The area 
marked “17” includes  the  cloud Inass of figure 4. The area 
marked “18” includes  the  cloud  mass  to  the  west of the main 
cloud  in  figure 5 (bottom  mosaic). See tes t .  (h) A single 
frame  from (a). Compare  the  marked  spiral cloud organixatioll 
t o  the  north of the  main  cloud  mass,  with  the  wcak  orgarlizatio~l 
in figure 1. The  long  east-nest  cloud  structurci  labeled “A” is 
assumed t o  be  related to  the  ITC.  The cloud nlarkcd “H” 
illustrates  the  thin  cloud lirles oriented  perpendicular to the 
cloud streets. 
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FIGURE 3.-A streamline  analysis  based on all  available  ship  reports (0600 GMT, July 17 through 0000 GMT, July 18) and  the satellite pic- 
tures  in figures 2 and 4, as  w-rll as on continuity  from  previous  (lays.  The  streamlines  in  the  northern  part of the  tropical cyclone 
have been drawn  nearly  parallel  to  the cloud streets  in figurc 2b. The synnhol @ indicates  a  position  near  the  middle of the large 
cloud masses in  figures 1, 2, and 5 at the  times  indicated;  the  position :it 1200 GMT, .July 19 is interpolated.  The  symbol 4 indicates 
the  Navy  reconnaissance  plane a t  various w-cathcr reporting  posit,ions.  (Although  “99” is not a permissible code  figure for wind 
direction, the  reports 9909 and  9905  near 10’ X., 45’ W. may  have been :~I I  nttpmpt t.o indicate  rapidly  variable  wind  direction, since 
in the  ship’s  weather log the  remark  “wind  turned” was entered at  the 1200 GMT, July 17 observation,  and in the  same observation the 
waves were coded as  “49” which  rnmns  “confused,  direction  indetr,rInirlute.” Tht: c1ntrit.s ‘3909 and 9905, although  transmitted by 
teletypewriter, were  crossed out on the  log;  howevvr  the rornark and the wave coding were nllowc~d to  stand.)  

FIGURE 4.”9 picture  made  by TIROS I11 at about 1630 GMT, 

July 17, 1961, on which a latitude-longitude  grid  has  been super- 
imposed.  The  Windward  Islands lie north-south  near longitude 
61” W. 
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FIGURE 5."Two  composites  from TIROS I11 made on successive passes. The  main cloud mass  which  appeared in  figures 1 and 2 is here 
located  very close to  the  satellite's  horizon in the  uppcr  composite.  The  western  part of that  cloud mass is  more  clearly  seen  in the 
bottom mosaic,  since the  satellite  was  more  nearly  above  the cyclone area.  Note  again  the  large cloudless areas, which include the 
northern  coast of South  America.  The  large  cloud, which trails  t,he  main  cloud, is again  evident to  the  east.  The isolated  cloud, to 
the west of the  main clortd (in the lower mosaic), lips northeast  to  southwest  centered at   about  16" X., 61' w. (see fig. 2a). 
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FIGURE 6.-A composite of pictures  photographed  by TIROS I11 on July 20, 1961. Hurricanc: Anna is located  not far from the satellite's 
horizon. The  spiralling  array of the clouds to  the  north of the storm center i s  still evident. S o t e  again thc  large cloudless areas to  
the  south and east of the storm. 

Moreover on Ju~J- 18, the  separated cloud nlass was 
already west and  north of the Windward  Islands (fig. 2 ) .  
Thus,  it,  is  not  likely  that  this was the cloud systt.111 in 
which Anna  developed to  the  east' of the  Windward 
Islands on July 19. 

Returning  to  the  tropical  disturbance  itself,  there were, 
unfortunately,  no  pictures  taken  in  the  area on July  19, 
but on July 20, when  the  storm 11ad reached  hurricane 
force, TIROS produced  the  photographs  in figure 6. This 
figure contains  the  hurricane cloud and shows the  spiral 
organizations of the  cumuliform cloud bands. The  storm 
center was then  located near 12O N., 64' W. [7, 81, repre- 
senting  a  movement,  along  latitude 12O S., of about 7' 
of longitude per day. Since the cyclone was at  12' X., 
50O W. at, 1500 GMT July  18,  such a rnovelllent  would 
h v e  placed the  vort'ex  near 1 2 O  X., 5 7 O  W .  at 1200 GMT 

on July 19 (see fig. 3 ) ,  and  near 1 2 O  N., 61' W. at 0000 

GMT 0 1 1  July 20.  These  positions of the cyclone agree well 
with  the  reported u-e:ttller. in  the  Windward  Islands [8] 
~-11ich showed that  "At 191200% tlle vessel  Bennekon 
reported  easterly  winds of 20 h o t s  and 7-loot seas near 
15O S . ,  5 5 O  W .  About  this  time  the  Windward Tslands 
hegall to sho~v abnorlnnl  falls  in  pressure.  At 2000002 
tlle wind a t  Burbatlos  had  increased  to 25 knots from 110 
degrees, while S t .  Idcia  reported 25 knots from 050  degrees. 
Coupled  with considerable  shower activity in the area, 
indicaations were that'  the  easterly  wave  [or tropical 
cyclone? j] had passed Barbados  and intensified. Int'ensi- 
ficatioll was confir~netl when Grenada  at 2005002 reported 
Ilenv?- squwlls with  gusts  to 45 knots  and 1002 mb. 
pressure." 

that an eastcxrly u-aw l l a < l  passed Rarlmlos. 
1 T11e words troplcsl cyclone have Iwn inscrtwl; tlre Flcrt Weather Facility assumed 
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2. SOME FEATURES  IN  THE CLOUD PICTURES 3. CONCLUSION 

Several  points of interest 111tt~- be lrlentiord \vit’h 
regard  to figures 2 and 5 .  A long,  double-st’ructured 
line of clouds  stret,ched  eastward  from  the  spiral cloud 
area along latit’ude 12’ X. on both July 17  and 18; this 
line of clouds is labeled “A” in figure 2b. 

A  cloud,  with a similar  appearance, W B S  present near 
14’ N., 23’ W. in A TIROS picture  taken on July 15; on 
that’ day, a few ship  reports  plus  the  reports  from  the 
Cape  Verde  Islands  showed  that  the line of clouds w a s  
in  the  area of convergence  between  winds from the north- 
east on t’he one hand,  and  winds  from the southeast and 
southwest  on the ot’her hand. Thus, t’his  cloud  line was 
assumed to  represent  the  intertropical conver, ~~e l l ce  zone 
(ITC) ; we have therefore assun:cd also tllat  the  cloud 
line on July 17 represents the ITC and have clrawn the 
and_vsis (fig. 3) accordingly. NO ~ourlterpi~1~t of the I T C  
appears  in t’lle cloud system to the  west of tlw q-clolw 
center on July 16, 17, or 18. 

Another  point of interest  in figure 21) appe:trs on  the 
cloud  streets  just  north of t’he  assumed “ITC  cloud.” 
Short,  thin cloud  lines appear more or less perpendicular 
to these  cloud streets  and  are  spawd  at  intervals  dong 
the  cloud  streets.  An  example of such a cloud array is 
shown a t  “B” in figure 2b. One may perhaps  speculate 
that these  represent curlluliform  clouds with sufficient 
vertical  development so that  they  have  arrived  at an cle- 
vation where t’he wind  direction is different  from t’lle 
lower-level wind  dircct’ion. If so, t’hese short’,  thin  cloud 
lines  would represent  clouds which have been  sheared ofl’ 
the  tops of the curnulifornl  clouds,  which are thenlselves 
arrayed along the cloud streets. 

Still  other  marked  features  are  the lttrge dark, cloudless 
areas  which  appear in all the moswics, especially to  the 
south of t’he “ITC cloud.” These  cloudless  regions 
doubtless  represent  areas of widespread low-level diver- 
gence, a  fact which  can be used in synoptic arlcdysis (fiy. 3) .  

8 See footnote 1, p. 507. 

I t  is evident fro111 the  Inaterial  present’ed that llurrictme 
A I ~ I I ~  was already a t’ropical cyclone on  July 17, well out 
in  t,he  Atlantic and far  from  reporting  ships. In t’he 
absence of satellite data,  the  stornl was first considered 
t’o have A ‘?birculation” on  July 18 or 19 [2, 81 or even  as 
late  as  July 20 [ T I ;  and  this  circulation was  supposed to 
have started near the Windward  Islands.  Therefore, 
t’llis study raises  the  question ws t,o whet’her or not  many 
of the hurricrtnes traditionally :Lssunled to have  originated 
near  the Antilles, did  in  fact alretLdy exist as t,ropical 
cJ-clones in the  Atlantic, long before they  reached  the 
Caribbean area. It will be interesting t’o study  the origin 
df hurric-anes  in the  future  when more satellit’e obserra- 
tiorls will be awilnble. 
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